Global and Chinese RF Coaxial Cable Industry Report, 2015-2018

Description: RF coaxial cable, a general term for coaxial cables that transmit electrical signal or energy within radio frequency range, is mainly used in communications equipment, communications terminals, aerospace, and military electronics.

Driven by fast-growing mobile communications industry, global RF coaxial cable market size continues to expand, approximating USD4.71 billion in 2014, up 9.8% from a year ago, and is expected to reach USD5.14 billion in 2015.

The upgrading of mobile communications industry in China has paced up in recent years. The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) issued 3G license in 2010 and TD-LTE 4G license and FDD-LTE trial license at the end of 2013. FDD-LTE license was officially granted in Feb 2015. Buoyed by this, the Chinese RF coaxial cable market is expected to hit RMB52.18 billion in 2015, a year-on-year growth of 16.7%, higher than the global growth pace during the same period.

According to the plan of MIIT, by 2018 all cities and rural areas will be covered by 4G network and more than 80% of administrative village will gain access to optical fiber. By then China's 4G users will total 460 million and the country's RF coaxial cable market is expected to hit RMB85.4 billion.

CATV cable and semi-flexible cable are main RF coaxial cable products in China, accounting for 73.6% and 11.0% of the country's total RF coaxial cable output in 2014, respectively. However, challenged by China Telecom's IPTV and OTT, cable TV will be gradually replaced by digital TV, network TV, and mobile TV, and CATV cable market size will shrink year after year. Thanks to a rise in total quantity of antennas in 4G market, semi-flexible cable market size will grow rapidly and be expected to become one of mainstay RF coaxial cable products.

High-end products (low loss/phase-compensated/micro cable) market in RF coaxial cable industry in China is chiefly dominated by foreign players, while local Chinese companies operate mainly in mid- and low-end products (semi-flexible cable and corrugated cable) market. Large domestic Chinese producers include Hengxin Technology, Hansen Technology, Kingsignal Technology, Trigiant Group, Jiangsu Zhongtian Technology, Zhejiang Shengyang Science and Technology, etc.

Kingsignal Technology: China's largest semi-flexible cable producer. The company sold 333,100km of RF coaxial cable in 2014, increasing by fourfold over the year-ago period. It extended its industry chain in 2015 by acquiring PC Specialties-China, L.L.C. and Dongguan HannStar Electronics.

Zhejiang Shengyang Science and Technology: a major producer of 75O RF coaxial cable in China with capacity of 420,000km/a. 80% of its revenue comes from overseas markets. The company is building the project of 500 RF coaxial cable for 3G and 4G mobile communications in 2015, and will see new capacity of 15,000km/a after the project goes into production.

Global and China RF Coaxial Cable Industry Report, 2015-2018 highlights the followings:

- Global RF coaxial cable market size and development
- Chinese RF coaxial cable market size, market demand, product structure, competition among enterprises, etc.
- Development of market segments (semi-flexible cable, low loss cable, corrugated cable, phase-compensated cable, and leaky cable) in China
- Operation and development in China of nine global RF coaxial cable companies
- Operation and development strategy of nine Chinese RF coaxial cable companies
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